The finishing touch to laying a new floor
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There is now a new, smart way to join flooring in doorways, which is an elegant solution to an age old
problem. Instead of the traditional, thin brass or chrome strip, which easily dents and marks, you can
choose from six finishes in the new Joints range from Stairrods (UK), which are quite substantial, being
made from solid metal, and designed to be classically elegant. Joints work with a variety of flooring,
including carpet, vinyl, wood, natural flooring and stone.
They are a neat and stylish addition to the hall and landing, where rooms, often with different
flooring, all converge on a central location.
Each Joint is 1.5” (3.8cms) wide and is available 32” (81.28 cms) or 36” (91.44 cms) long,
which can then be cut to suit. There are six finishes available: plated chrome, brass, satin brass,
bronze, pewter and satin nickel, which can complement other accessories in your home such as stair rods,
door handles, mirrors and light fixtures.
Each Joint is easily fitted with screws, invisible to the eye, and can be easily wiped clean, if
necessary. They retail at around £17.50 and £19.00 respectively.
Joints can be ordered from floor covering suppliers nationally, such as Allied Carpets, Allders, John
Lewis, Courts, Harrods, House of Fraser and independent carpet stores and are most easily fitted at the
time of having your new floor installed.
Ref: SR/22
Image available: Satin Nickel Joint shown in hallway with matching satin nickel stair rods from Stairrods
(UK) shown on Sisal Bouclé: Bitterne from The Alternative Flooring Company on the floor and bordered
stair runner.
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